INTERSECTIONS OF SIX LINEAR BANDS

The MH17 Memorial Park is a place of all kinds of different natural, cultural backgrounds, where people encounter, experience, recognize, and accept differences. Linear bands of basic environmental settings are extracted from backgrounds of the victims and national-wide characteristics, such as forest, flowering lands, grasslands, waterways, fields of stones, and man-made fields. These linear bars are placed unparalleled for various intersections. The edges of event spaces are defined by these basic elements. And according to different cultural backgrounds, different groups of people may produce other activities. In this way, the park is a place of fun for everyone and a place of cultural exchange. For the MHM Park specific, a curvy linear band of meditation is placed over, and guides to the sky garden on the path. There are thousands of wind-operating optical cables lit up. It produces shrubs and flowers on the garden, and they can see only the sky. All other complex elements and structures are for the public.